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Things Done
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When people need help from their supervisors or peers, they often have to manage up to get things done. However, unlike

managing subordinates (managing down), managing people of equal or higher status (managing up) are not obligated to

help. These requests often involve collaborative tasks between requesters and performers. Through interviews, we found that

these collaborative tasks require coordination work that is not materialized in existing management tools. We also found that

requesters are willing to take on this coordination work to see their requests fulilled. To address this issue, we propose a

system called TaskLight, which allows requesters to handle coordination work themselves. For example, requesters can

collect useful context and information for their performers. We conducted two deployment studies and found that TaskLight

leads to better outcomes because requesters are able to assist performers more efectively. Our indings demonstrate a new

way to reduce the social burdens of managing up and improve collaboration.

CCS Concepts: · Human-centered computing→ Asynchronous editors.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: managing up, request management, personal information management, help-seeking,

group work, groupware

1 INTRODUCTION

People frequently need to ask others for help to achieve their goals. In a workplace context, this direction happens
in a top-downmanner (managing down, i.e. traditional managing), where managers direct their reports to perform
certain tasks. However, individuals often ind themselves in situations where they need to direct their supervisors
or peers (managing up [36, 47]). This can happen in collaborative projects as work is divided or delegated, or
can involve asking someone for a favor such as writing a recommendation letter. Any such request deines a
collaborative task. Collaborative tasks are often viewed through a lens of project management, in which work
that must be done is assignedÐby a project manager or collective decision makingÐto people who have to do
it. However, favors, volunteering, advising, and mentoring difer in that people who have made the request do
not have power over the person who fulills the work. The requester is often the one with the motivation to see
the task completed [6]; however, they lack various resources, such as knowledge [34, 64], social capital [35, 37],
authority, or time to perform the task themselves. On the other hand, the performer is the one capable of actually
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completing the work. Due to the asymmetric nature of these tasks, requesters are sometimes put in a vulnerable
position and feel anxious when they seek help [6, 80]. Marginalized users demonstrate a larger need for support
relative to their peers. This is further exacerbated by the fact that these users more commonly lack social skills of
help-seeking compared to these same peers [37].

In this work, we focus on the managing-up scenario. Central to our approach is capitalizing on the requester’s
drive to accomplish tasks. We aim to understand how requesters can optimize and reine the managing-up process,
with an end goal of developing a functional system. We address two primary research questions:

RQ1 (Understanding Dynamics): How can we utilize requesters’ motivation to enhance the managing-
up process?
RQ2 (Interface Design): What design elements are pivotal for an interface that supports managing
up?

Through our formative interviews, we discovered that requesters perceive existing collaborative task-management
tools as inadequate for managing up. While they acknowledge the beneits of such tools for ease of tracking and
eiciency [58, 61, 73], they still rely on email or instant messaging [35, 60]. Our interviews shed light on the gap
between the tool and the dynamics of managing up, and suggest three design requirements:

• Reducing the burden of coordination work on performers: Collaborative task-management tools require
substantial efort to keep track of the status of requests from the performers’ end. It can be particularly
challenging when the burden of coordination falls on the performer, even though it is the requester who is
truly motivated to see the task completed.

• Shifting the burden of coordination work: Requesters are willing to take on the burden of coordination
that will allow performers to complete the task. Therefore, they seek tools that enable them to take on the
additional eforts on behalf of their performers.

• Assisting in bringing attention across diferent types of coordination: In the context of requesting help,
where performers are doing work for requesters, performers often need to ask questions to ensure that
they meet requesters’ needs. Delays in getting feedback can slow down the pace of the task and make it
diicult to maintain focus and engagement. To mitigate these challenges, the system could bring back task
participants’ attention in a timely manner.

Based on these requirements, we have developed a system that addresses the aforementioned design require-
ments and supports requesters seeking help from non-obligated performers. Our system leverages the requesters’
motivation and uses it as a driving force for the coordination overhead in collaborative-task management. This
enables the requesters to take control of the coordination work and utilize their understanding of task require-
ments and contexts to make the process more eicient. By doing so, the requesters, who have the most motivation
to see the task completed, can direct their eforts towards creating a better worklow for performers.

1.1 System Overview

To better understand the struggles performers face when managing up, we conducted a preliminary study to
inform the design of interfaces that allow requesters to take on those struggles. The study involved a one-
week-long ield study with 32 participants acting as performers and receiving requests using three diferent
approaches to request management: instant messaging (free-form text), collaborative task-management tools,
and our experimental approach based on the literature of request management [60]. The results showed that
participants using the collaborative task-management tools felt the most burdened by coordination work, while
those using our approach were better at following request speciications and attending to requests in a timely
manner.
We developed TaskLight, a tool that enables requesters to invest efort in task coordination and guide

performers through request fulillment. The process of fulilling requests involves continual information gathering

ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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TaskLightRequester Performer

Using TaskLight, 

requesters can author 

informative requests 

for performers 

following  

Narrative Guide

Author a 

request

Accept or 

reject?

Narrative Guide

Sure! Happy 

to help! 

Task to do

Quick question! 

[question about 

the task]

Answer to 

the inquiry

TaskLight notifies requesters for any 

update from performers and let 

requesters update the status/progress 

of the request and required actions 

…

[Answer to the 

question]

Remind
Requesters can remind 

performers about the deadline

I submit the letter. 

Let me know if there 

is any problem!

Confirm the 

completion

Complete
Looks great! Thank 

you so much!

Fig. 1. Request management involves several meta-tasks, such as authoring initial & informative requests, information

exchange, clarification, follow-up etc.; losing track of the status of a request can lead a delay or a failure to satisfy the request.

Using TaskLight, requesters can invest efort toward such meta-tasks during the request life-cycle and minimize the burden

of managing meta-tasks from performers’ end.

and management. Through our formative studies, we identiied a list of request-relevant information that can
beneit performers. TaskLight guides requesters in collecting this information using the Narrative Guide

feature. Additionally, given the uncertainty and numerous moving parts involved in the life-cycle of requests,
it is common for performers to wait and return once requesters clarify speciications. With the Request with

Action Disclosure feature, requesters can manage attention and highlight the diferent required actions by
performers at each stage of the task.

To assess the efectiveness and usability of TaskLight, we conducted two ield studies. The irst study (N=14)
aimed to understand how TaskLight is utilized in requester-performer interactions for various logistical and
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common tasks, such as scheduling meetings and requesting comments. This study helped us evaluate the usability
of TaskLight. In the second study (N=24), we compared the efectiveness of our tool with other pre-existing
tools. Our results showed that TaskLight enabled requesters to invest efort towards a more streamlined process
of managing up, and they could efectively make use of performers’ attention. Consequently, this led to a better
perceived success rate in task completion.

We conclude our work with a discussion about why managing up requires additional attention by researchers
and systems, especially as a potential area to study the design of socially sensitive interfaces and intelligent
task-management systems.

2 RELATED WORK

Our review of related work covers a range of experimental tools that researchers have developed over the years
to facilitate collaborative management of shared tasks. We begin by examining two domains for organizing
tasks: personal and group task management. Subsequently, we delve into request management and its distinct
challenges, including the complexities of coordinating multiple individuals with varying levels of motivation.

2.1 Personal Information Management

The literature on Personal Information Management (PIM) suggests how personal information space can facilitate
individuals’ task management. While some of this work focused on rediscovering informal information [13, 40],
much of it dealt with task management as a series of personal actions or concerns [9, 10]. Jones connected
information management with the challenge of performing tasks based on the personal actions [39]. Bellotti,
Ducheneaut, and their colleagues centered on email as a communicationmechanism for personal taskmanagement
[7, 8, 83], as did Gwidzka [31, 32] and Bergman et al. [11]. Many of these eforts were prompted by the then-current
concept that knowledge workers spent the majority of their working time in email, and that email was a probable
"habitat" for managing tasks [19, 49, 83]. Researchers hoped to take advantage of the implicit semantics in the
semi-structured nature of email ([22, 57, 65]; for similar approaches, see Malone et al. [53]).

Initial hopes were that email could be used for task management, using selected items in the inbox as a to-do list
[46, 65, 74, 81]. Taskmaster [8] was proposed to facilitate this use case, where email users can manage their tasks
via email messages. Previous literature on email management helped us understand how individuals manage their
task list, such as deferring the task to later by marking emails as unread [54, 70]. However, other researchers noted
problems with this approach. While Karger et al. shared an interest in semi-structured information [22, 53, 57],
they also noted that the semi-structured information in email was insuicient to support human tasks [43]. Karger
continued this argument, warning that analysis focused solely on the implicit semantics of email lost a great
deal of information ([41]; see also [12]), because information needed for tasks and other actions was distributed
across multiple sources, applications, and repositories [42]. Whittaker et al. eventually concluded that the many
email-based strategies were ineicient and insuicient [84].

In an inluential paper, Whittaker and Sidner proposed a key solution to the problem of email overload: email
had become burdened with too much functionality and too many specialized tasks ([85]; a inding that was
partially anticipated by Mackay et al. [52]). The idea behind using email as a task infrastructure was to facilitate
collaboration with others on larger tasks [20, 51, 62, 63, 71]. As organizations shift their communication channels
from email to instant messaging, researchers have started exploring the integration of task management into
various communication tools, such as chat [79] and calendars [17]. This highlights the need for a better way of
organizing tasks beyond conversation threads and underscores the importance of communication within task
management tools. TaskLight enables users to switch between request management and clariication, and guides
requesters to craft informative requests so that both requesters and performers can prioritize and organize their
tasks efectively.

ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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2.2 Collaborative Task Management

In contrast with the experiments described above, several tools have been developed for groups to manage tasks
in a centralized manner. In contrast to tools which individual members maintain their own records, these tools
maintain relevant information in one place to ensure that all of the members are on the same page.
One category of collaborative task management systems is project management (PM) tools. PM tools allow

project managers to assign and delegate tasks to their employees. Most PM tools also support chatting and
commenting features on each task for follow-ups. In addition, project managers can use various visualizations,
such as Kanban boards and Gantt charts, to track the progress of each task and evaluate their employees’
performance [3, 55]. If the request is highly structured and formalized, project managers can even use automation
to automatically process the work of coordination in their shared workspace [88]. For example, Github1 has a
clear representation of requests (e.g. pull requests) and of the task’s progress (e.g. commits and merges). As a
result, project managers can automate their PM space based on the actions in each request.

While PM tools are powerful, previous work suggests such tools only thrive in a limited number of cases [60, 73],
which include industry organizations [55, 82] and online communities [66]. In industry organizations, the users
of these tools are in authoritative roles, which allows them to maintain discipline among their employees. For
instance, the tools are popular with project managers, who can assume their employees will perform as requested,
whereas many requesters might not be in a position to take performers’ help for granted [92]. On the other hand,
in online communities, requesters often are not project managers but still have the upper hand; requesters are
mostly volunteers and contributors who do most of the work in this universe and only request performers to
review and merge their work. Given that both cases feature requesters with more power than performers, it
is natural that performers do the work of coordinating requests, such as updating their progress and making
sure they meet the deadline. While help-seeking shares the nature of collaborative tasks, (1) such requests
are not routinized or formalized [75] and (2) requesters are less powerful and, simultaneously, most motivated
to see the task completed. Primary users of PM tools are project managers who have the authority to decide
which management tools to use, whereas requesters in help-seeking scenarios have less power to request and
performers have less motivation to agree to work in the requesters’ working sphere. In our work, we aimed to
build a groupware system that both requesters and performers were motivated to use [30], because the tool is
a workspace that each participant can beneit from (e.g., access to the useful information or speciication of a
request).
A separate line of tools focuses on task distribution handling in collaborative settings (e.g. corporations that

are managing many customer inquiries in parallel [63]). Company emails are often organized using ticketing
services (e.g, [25, 90]) where company representatives can organize their requests. Ticketing systems are project
management tools specialized to work in service centers of organizations. Each request of the system becomes a
ticket. Employees can customize each ticket and tag them with relevant information about the ticket, such as
priority or speciic ields (e.g., order number) based on the category of the ticket. Since the tool handles a massive
number of requests, these tools are often equipped with automation and worklow.
While ticketing systems are for similar requester-performer dynamics to help-seeking, working spaces for

requesters and performers are separated. However, previous work found that requesters’ involvement can
lead to successful and better request management. For example, requesters can provide useful information for
performers [35, 45] and help their attention management [53, 65]. In our formative interview, our participants
are willing to help their performers as much as possible to see their request fulilled. In our study, we explored
an interface that allows requesters to ofer help throughout the life-cycle of request management, which led to
successful request fulillment by performers.

1https://github.com
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2.3 Request Management

The act of requesting involves a requester seeking assistance from their peers to accomplish a task. Requesters
often require help because they lack the necessary resources, expertise, time, or authority to complete the task
independently. Muller et al. classiied this type of collaborative task management as request management [60].
Request management presents typical challenges of collaborative work such as being time-consuming, stressful,
and sometimes requiring extensive negotiation of the task’s timeframe and details [75].

Request management also overlaps with personal task management; once performers receive a request (task)
from the requester, they perform the task in their personal information space [23]. In other words, requesters
hand of a task to performers and the task could be only done by the performer themselves. For example, when
requesters ask their performer to write a recommendation letter, performers engage in the process of collecting,
organizing, and presenting information related to a requester’s qualiications, character, and achievements.
The performer is typically tasked with gathering information about their collaboration experiences, skills,
and accomplishments to provide a comprehensive overview of their abilities and potential. This may involve
reviewing resumes, transcripts, work samples, and other relevant materials. The recommender then organizes
this information into a letter format, highlighting the individual’s strengths and making a case for their suitability
for a particular opportunity. Unlike previous belief that such handing of between requesters and performers
could be streamlined [88], it can be much complicated and unpredictable [76]. This is because personal tasks in
request management settings are often subject to various constraints, such as task requirements and performer
availability [60].
In request management, a unique challenge arises as tasks are handed of in a reverse direction compared to

traditional work settings. Typically, bosses assign tasks to their subordinates who are expected to comply and
complete the work. In contrast, in request management, subordinates ask their boss or peers to complete tasks for
them. This requires subordinates to manage up and inluence people above them whom they don’t have power
over [47]. While managing down focuses mainly on eicient communication and task completion, managing up
involves considering diferent factors and demands social skills and awareness of how to work around my boss/peer
to get work done without irritating them [36]. Therefore, literature on managing up suggests that subordinates
understand their boss’s working style and integrate new requests into their boss or peer’s working sphere to
reduce friction on their end [4, 14, 28]. Given the diferent requirements of managing up and managing down,
existing collaborative task-management tool (which is for managing down) is unlikely itting for managing up.
Muller et al. proposed a new approach to unify various tasks and requests [61]. Although their work was

a problem analysis, it did not provide technological solutions. IntroAssist [35] is a relevant system from prior
work that assists requesters in writing emails to solicit help from strangers. Our paper aims to develop a more
comprehensive technology that supports the common aspects of the categories identiied in [60, 61]. We focus
on managing-up settings and utilizing requesters’ motivation to complete tasks while supporting performers’
personal task management.

,

3 FORMATIVE INTERVIEW

We sought to understand how knowledge workers manage their supervisors or peers and what factors inlu-
ence their choice of request management tools. Furthermore, we characterize the current practices of request
management and design requirements for our tool.

Study protocol. We conducted semi-structured interviews with seven individuals who regularly engage in
managing up during their daily work and make their own decisions regarding tools and collaboration practices
related to request management. Each interview lasted for one hour and followed a script that included questions
related to the interviewees’ collaboration practices and the tools they use. We also presented existing project

ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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management tools, such as Gantt charts and Kanban boards, and asked the interviewees to compare them with
their current practices.

Participants. We recruited participants through a posting on a mailing list of a private university and by
word-of-mouth. Each interviewee was compensated with $15 for their time. The participants (ive women, two
men) held positions such as oicers of a graduate council, members of a diversity initiative within a graduate
program, and members of extracurricular clubs. The group also included individuals working on collaborative
projects for courses or in industry.

3.1 Findings

All interviews were transcribed, and analyzed by axial coding of the seven interview transcripts following an
open-coding protocol. To yield concepts and themes, the authors discussed the codes through multiple iterations.
This involved a series of collaborative sessions where the authors reviewed and consolidated codes, ensuring a
thorough exploration of the transcripts. For this reason, we did not calculate inter-rater reliability [56].
RQ1 (Understanding Dynamics) sought to discern the intricacies of managing up and identify ways to har-

ness requesters’ motivation to address these challenges. In the following sections, we delve into participants’
experiences with managing up and the areas in which they seek assistance.
Managing the shared space is too costly (Burden of coordination work): The cost of maintaining the

shared space is one of the key factors in choosing a request-management tool. Although the concept of a shared
task management space is universally popular among our interviews, we found that that these do not last long,
because they are not maintained on time, eventually disappearing due to the maintenance burden. At the start,
they decided on a central workspace or project management space, such as Google Docs, to maintain a list of
requests shared among their group. Although nearly half of the interviewees liked project management tools
in principle, they doubted that keeping them up-to-date was feasible given the nature of their group. Echoing
previous work, participants indicated that email and instant messaging are the most dominant channels for
request management. They sent, received, and followed up on requests via chat interfaces, which did not require
maintenance.
Four out of the seven interviewees expressed appreciation of Kanban boards, citing their efectiveness in

visually distinguishing requests in diferent stages. One interviewee also suggested that the ability to customize
columns in Kanban boards could be useful for expressing project-speciic stages. However, interviewees noted
that Kanban boards and Gantt charts require too much management to keep up-to-date. As one interviewee
stated, łI think the problem with the club team is I feel like I’m not a full-time [manager]. I mean, it’s a part of the
thing, my responsibility, but managing this board might be expensive, none of our oicers working on this all day. So
I think it’d be really easy that this board might get outdated.ž This highlights the fact that while coordinating the
project is itself a task, this coordination task is not explicitly materialized or assigned, making it unclear who is
in charge of such work, even if multiple people are involved in collaboration.
Request clariication and management occur on two diferent platforms (Need help to manage

their attention across diferent types of coordination): Another reason behind the extinction of the shared
task management space is the disconnect between task-related discussion and the request management space.
Collaborative tasks inherently face numerous changes and need to be adjusted accordingly [61, 69, 75, 77],
oftentimes requiring volatile coordination of non-routine intellectual work [15]. Hence, it is natural that people
have a large volume of task-related conversations over email; as one interviewee said, łThere’s a lot of back and
forth with emails and waiting to get the responses basically before we can move on to the next stepž. This leads to
users juggling diferent discussion tools and request management tools, which can result in a loss of context
and ideas [78]. Notably, performers frequently lose important resources related to requests somewhere in their
conversation log. One participant said: łWe wanted to organize some social activity for [our living group]. And then
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we had a meeting and this is actually a follow-up to it, a meeting that we had on Zoom. And somebody from the
exec committee is asking about the logistics that we discussed at the meeting. I guess it’s somewhere buried in these
emails.ž Some performers become frustrated by the volume of the chat and start to ignore the conversation unless
they are addressed speciically: łThat was really hectic.. At one point, it become really overwhelming, so I decided to
make a ilter; whenever I get an email [about the club], it just marks [the messages] as read.ž This suggests that there
is a need to help performers manage their attention and keep up with important information regarding requests.
Even though collaborative task management interfaces often have commenting features, they found that

comments made in the task management interface are not as visible as simply posting on a group chat. It is
because request clariication is a tangible componentof the interface or integrated into the request life-cycle. As a
result, conversation channels eventually subsume all the work of coordinating tasks such as clarifying, tracking,
reminders, and following up with tasks. One participant said, łOnce they inished critical tasks [..] like the lower
part of the stack, then they would message out saying like: ‘This is done, you can start working on the next thing up’ ž.
In actuality, this process of notifying people that a dependency has been completed is a process that collaborative
task management tools are well-equipped to carry out. However, as clariication is not regarded as a task or a
blocker in the tools, it makes the tools much less attractive to users given how frequently they need to engage in
clariication.

Giving performers additional work feels inappropriate (Requesters are willing to invest additional

efort): Interviewees also raised concerns about the nuanced sentiment of łasking for helpž versus łmanaging
their colleaguesž. The interviewees said requests made to their performers are more like asking for favors rather
than assigning tasks; hence, tracking and updating individual stages is unnecessary as long as things get done
by deadlines. All of the interviewees said that Gantt charts are not suitable for managing requests since they
require too much commitment and formality from the performers. However, interviewees did like that the charts
show the working progress of each request, since doing so improves social translucence [21] of performers’ work,
and they allow the requesters to see what tasks their collaborator is currently working on. Instead of putting
performers in charge of updating their own progress, interviewees sought opportunities to take on the burden of
such coordination work themselves. For example, one interviewee shared their strategy of collecting progress
and useful information for their performers based on the logs from diferent applications and messages shared
in group chats. The interviewee said łI’m just aggregating information from like meetings and what we had, you
know, said that we’re going to [update them on] messenger, what people have updated and the automated emails I
got from GitHub whenever somebody pushed a commit.ž
Summary: Through the interviews, we found that users have a desire for a system that helps them with

the process of managing up with their boss or peers. Some of the critiques of existing systems are unique to
managing up, while others apply to managing more broadly. Interviewees indicated that managing up involves
the burden of coordination work, relecting the fast-changing and non-routinized nature of requests. Hence,
to cope with the life-cycle of managing up, they need help to manage their attention across diferent types

of coordination. While they found that managing requests can be challenging, when they are requesters, they
are willing to invest additional efort to reduce the burden on their performers.

4 DESIGN GOALS AND CHOICES

Our design goals and choices are motivated by our desire to implement a system that requesters can manage up
their boss or peers. Our goal is also motivated by shortcomings in existing PM tools. We propose the following
three design goals.
Provide interfaces that reduce the burden of coordinating requests: Previous research shows how

request management is inherently dynamic and involves numerous iterations. To account for this, we seek to
aid performers at various stages in the request-management life cycle; (1) At the beginning, requesters need to

ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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write well-deined and informative requests that communicate information about the requests. Previous work
revealed that requesters were anxious and not conident about asking for help [60]. Guidance for writing well-
structured requests can help requesters feel more conident [35] and lead to successful request management [50].
(2) Once the initial request is sent to performers, requesters and performers go through a collaborative task
construction process, where the request is not simply a static artifact from a requester to a performer, but a
dynamic, collaborative one that leads to the formation of a request suitable for both parties [61, 75]. Interface
support can allow requesters help performers to clarify and collect required request-related information.

Support bringing attention back to requests across diferent types of coordination work: A challenge
both requesters and performers face is managing the diferent types of coordination work that arise when
handling a request. This challenge can be multiplied if the requesters and performers are handling numerous
other requests at the same time. In some cases, however, performers’ attention towards requests is not always
needed. For example, if a performer asks the requester a clariication question, their attention towards the request
is not required until the requester responds back. On the other hand, when their attention is needed, it often
requires diferent types of action. For example, a performer might be blocked from continuing their work until a
clariication is complete; however, existing task management tools do not consider clariication as coordination
work of requests and separate clariication from the rest of task management. Thus, we propose the goals of (1)
integrating diferent types of coordination work within the request management tool and (2) helping requesters
and performers pay attention to requests that need either requester or performer’s work when necessary.

Use themotivation of requesters: In our formative interview, interviewees thought that current collaborative
task management tools impose the role of a coordinator to performers or do not specify whether who are in
charge of the coordination work. Our interviewees said that when they are requesters, they are willing to take on
more of the coordination work. Hence, we aim to build an interface so that requesters can take on aforementioned
coordination work for performers.
From these design goals, we began by investigating interfaces for performers. Given the motivation and

willingness of requesters, it is a sensible decision to understand performers’ needs irst and design interfaces that
enable requesters to help performers meet those needs.

5 FORMATIVE FIELD STUDY

To investigate which format performers prefer to receive their requests in, we conducted a ield study and asked
our participants to act as performers. Our eventual goal is to design a system in which requesters can author
requests in performers’ preferred way.

5.1 Study Design

Task. We began by compiling a list of common requests found in the prior work of [60]. We then found
appropriate ways of emulating these requests for our participants. For example, one common request for
knowledge workers is to provide comments on the writings of colleagues. To emulate this request, we took
inspiration from Kaur et al. by providing our participants with drafts of articles we found online [44]. The
following is the list of requests distributed to our participants:

• Invite authors to a new Google Drive folder.
• Schedule a meeting.
• Write a review comparing your university’s policies on maintaining undergraduate social life during COVID
with those of other universities.

• Find three virtual social events that are happening this week at your university.
• Proofread some Wikipedia START-class articles.
• Brainstorm some COVID-friendly social events and make a lier for them.
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• Provide feedback about my paper on my universities’ COVID policies.
• Make a given lier more accessible according to accessibility guidelines.

Study protocol. We divided participants into three groups ś the Text group (N=11), the Project Management
(PM) group (N=11), and the Request Management (RM) group (N=10). All three groups received requests from a
spreadsheet in Google Sheets. For the Text group, the spreadsheet was formatted as a single column in which
each cell contained a diferent request described in free-form text. For the PM group, each row corresponded
to a diferent request, and the cells in each row contained the following ields drawn from the metadata of the
tasks in PM tools: request description, priority, status, deadline, and requester. For the RM group,
each request was also given its own row, with the following ields based on our literature review and formative
interviews: title, steps, the purpose of the request, the resources of request, deadline, and
anticipated time required. Except for the priority and status information of the PM group and the estimated
completion time of the RM group, all three groups received the same amount of information but in diferent
formats (i.e. free-form vs. structured text). The prompt for each request of each group can be found in the
Appendix.

Participants remotely attended a 30minute-long tutorial session the day before the start of the study. Participants
were instructed to access their request spreadsheet throughout the study period and reach out to us via email if
they had any questions regarding the requests. In addition, the RM group was introduced to each attribute in
their spreadsheet during the tutorial session. Their spreadsheets were sent after the tutorial session via email.
There was no notiication made other than when we sent the spreadsheets, and participants were asked to check
for and complete their requests on their own time. The study was conducted for ive days and each request was
made at a diferent time of the day, but at the same time to every participant in every group. Each request had
diferent deadlines.
Upon the end of the study, we solicited participants to ill out an exit survey. In the exit survey, we asked

them about the subjective workload they experienced when managing the requests. They were also shown a
screenshot of the other groups’ request spreadsheets and were asked to compare with their own.

Participants. We recruited participants by posting on a private university’s community-wide mailing lists. Each
participant was compensated $30 for their time. In total, 32 participants (19 women, 12 men, one non-binary,
mean age=20) were initially recruited and participated in the introductory session. These were undergraduate
students at the university and self-reported that they had recently worked in a team. By the end of the study, due
to dropouts, 21 participants remained. We also consider participants to be dropouts if they did not access their
request spreadsheet after we sent out the spreadsheet. Since dropouts happened before any condition-speciic
inluence could occur, it is valid to ignore their existence and continue to treat the remaining population as
having been independently and randomly assigned to the three conditions.

5.2 Measures

5.2.1 Task completion. We evaluated how efectively each group completed their tasks. To do this, we measured
(1) the number of the tasks they completed, (2) how often they turned in their tasks on time, and (3) whether they
met all of the requirements for each task.

5.2.2 Interaction with task lists. We also analyzed how the participants interacted with the task spreadsheets.
First, we tracked how many times participants requested clariications from the study facilitator in order to gauge
how well participants can understand the requirements for each task. Second, we also counted the number of
times each user visited their task spreadsheet. Because the number of times a user checks the task list is correlated
with the level of stress and anxiety they have [48, 54], we were able to identify the stress level of each group by
the number of times they visited their list.
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Table 1. Results of the field study. The RM group followed task specifications significantly beter than other groups. The PM

group visited their list marginally more than the others (*: p < .1, **: p < .05).

Text PM RM

# of task completed 4.9 5.8 4.4

Late 21% 21% 5%

Does not follow task speciication 42% ** 21% ** 10%

# of requesting clariication 70% 70% 20%

# of times to visit the task list 11.8 61 * 33.8

How mentally demanding 3.8 (�=1.9) 3.8 (�=1.4) 3 (�=0.7)

How successful 4.4 (�=1.9) 4.6 (�=2.2) 4.5 (�=2.1)

How hard 3 (�=1.4) 3.8 (�=1.3) 3.25 (�=0.8)

How stressed 3.8 (�=1.6) 4.7 (�=2.3) 3.25 (�=1.8)

5.2.3 Perceived workload. Through an exit survey, we also sought the participants’ subjective workload of the
conditions. Participants were asked to ill out the NASA TLX form [33]. We did not include questions about
physical demand and the pace of the task in our survey because the metrics are not relevant to our task and
interest.

5.3 Result

We analyzed our participants’ behavior using one-way ANOVA and their perceived workload using one-way
KruskalśWallis ANOVA (Table 1).

PMusers felt themost burden of coordinationwork: Table 1 shows the result of the study. PM participants
had to make more efort to coordinate the work of request management than the other participants. Namely, they
visited their spreadsheet ive times (p=.02) more than the text group and two times (p=.06) more than the RM
group. They needed to visit their spreadsheet frequently to update the status of their request. Furthermore, they
found that clarifying and understanding requests was burdensome. Participants indicated that the RM model
could help them to share this burden with the requester if the requester is authoring requests according to the
RM model: łThis one (RM model) is nicer from the user (performers’) perspective, [although] it does seem like it
would be more work for the person creating the task list.ž
RM users were most successful at bringing back attention to the request when needed: Despite

frequent visits to their task list, PM tool users tended to not turn in requests on time as often as RM users did.
This might imply that the PM tool is not particularly helpful at managing requests by the deadline. Some PM
users compared their version to RM and said anticipated completion time might have been useful, while
others preferred to designate it themselves. Unlike the PM tool group, users in the RM group were given the
anticipated completion time and said they made good use of it: łI also think that the anticipated completion time
is useful because I can try [to] schedule my day around the necessary tasks.ž However, participants also pointed
out that the estimated time might be not accurate if it is given by requesters: łThe time estimate given is not
necessarily relective of my eiciency, so I prefer to see for myself and make my own estimatež. This indicates that
requesters should be given instructions to provide correct information for performers.
RM users followed the task speciication more closely: Participants who used RM versions tended to

follow task speciications better than others even with fewer clariications, which indicates the data model of
RM was more well-aligned to follow requesters’ instructions than the other versions. There was a statistically
signiicant diference in how well the groups followed the task speciications (F(2, 18)=4.88, p=.02). Speciically,
the RM group users were signiicantly more attentive to speciications than the Text group (p=.01) and the PM
group (p=.03). Participants said the purpose of request attribute helped them to tailor and understand the
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Fig. 2. The authoring interface of TaskLight for requesters. (1) Request-related fields. (2) Status and required action for the

viewer. (3) Helper features for requesters. Based on the field that requester is filling out, the helper feature presents relevant

information. For example, in this figure, the user is working on assigning an anticipated completion time and is shown the

performer’s previous requests that took a similar amount of time, so that they can adjust the time by comparing to those

requests. (4) Narrative Guide and selection interface of what field to include in the request. (5) Chat interface.

speciication better: łThe purpose of the task was most helpful because it allowed me to understand why I was
doing a particular task, who the target audience was, and how to prioritize completion of the taskž. Text users said
that it would have been easier to follow the speciication if they were given the information: łSometimes the tasks
were not as clear as they could have been which led me to email the team members to clarifyž.

Summary: The study revealed that project managers faced a disproportionate coordination burden, and users
of the RM model were more adherent to task speciications, beneiting from features like anticipated completion
times and clear task purposes. These insights directly inluenced the development of TaskLight, which aims to
streamline task management by providing clearer task context by requesters, balanced coordination eforts, and
more accurate time-estimation tools to enhance eiciency and reduce managerial overhead.

6 TASKLIGHT: A REQUEST-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM THAT ALIGNS INCENTIVES OF
REQUESTERS TO MANAGE UP

RQ2 (Interface Design) sought to identify an interface design that capitalizes on requesters’ motivation to enhance
managing up. Drawing from our prior exploration, we crafted the TaskLight interface tailored for two distinct
user groups. For requesters, the design emphasizes their role in coordination and underscores ways to assist their
performers (Fig. 2). Conversely, for performers, the focus is on maximizing eiciency (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 3. TaskLight allows users to aggregate requests exchanged in other tools to TaskLight: an add-on sidebar is provided for

the inbox and for shared documents, so that users can add the associated request to TaskLight.

6.1 Interfaces for Requesters

The requesters’ interfaces ofer various functionalities that aim to take on coordination and eventually help
performers with work on the requests. It focuses on the two types of coordination work that cost the most efort
for performers ś (1) inding necessary information for task completion in place and (2) managing their attention,
so they pay attention to requests that need performers’ work and ignore ones that need requesters’ input for the
time being.

6.1.1 Guidance for authoring informative requests. TaskLight provides a shared workspace where requesters can
contribute their efort when they are making each request. As a starting point, requesters can author informative
requests that could be useful for performers to conduct the task. To provide guidance and feedback in authoring
informative requests, TaskLight supports Narrative Guide. Narrative Guide constructs the text of a message
based on the task metadata that the requester has already illed in (Fig. 2). Using Narrative Guide, requesters can
visualize how each attribute of requests can be used and situated for performers. As the requester updates the value
of the attribute, the Narrative Guide is updated accordingly. As the requester authors a request, using Narrative
Guide, they may ind attributes that have not been speciied yet, but could be useful to specify. Accordingly, users
can easily add more attributes by clicking on embedded buttons within the text. For example, if the requester
would like to add resources for where the task should be completed, they can click on [resources] (Fig. 2.4),
and the ield will be added to the main editor (Fig. 2.1).

6.1.2 Consolidating out-of-band communication. Previous work revealed that collaborative tasking happens
across multiple workspace tools and communication channels like email and chat. This canmake taskmanagement
more diicult for both requesters and performers.
To minimize work for performers, requesters can collect exchanges made across multiple channels into the

uniied context of the TaskLight client. We provide a sidebar add-on that allows several communication channels
(email, shared documents, shared slides) to be included in the TaskLight interface. Fig. 3 shows an example
of the TaskLight sidebar, which users can access by clicking on the box icon. Users can then write a request
associated with the email message and the draft of their request will appear in TaskLight.
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6.1.3 Helping to bring atention to requests with tracking and managing requests with required actions disclosure.

One of the complexities of working on a request is that diferent actions may be required depending on what
state either the requester or performer is at within the life cycle of the request. This is especially apparent if the
group uses diferent tools for managing requests or clariication, but can also occur within a tool as to-dos get
lost in a stream of chat messages [73, 91]. In our formative interview, our interviewees hinted that they were
concerned about the visibility of comments in task-management interfaces and so instead they opted to post task
clariications in a group chat.

We seek to improve managing attention for both requesters and performers by unifying updates on task status
and clariication. We provide a rich set of possible statuses to indicate the various actions required of either
requesters or performers (Fig. 5). Hence, instead of needing to pay attenion to multiple channels, requesters and
performers can focus their attention in the singular context of TaskLight. The following is a list of possible
statuses:

• Draft to be Sent: Inspired by a draft feature of an online software collaboration platform 2, this status allows
requesters to inform performers that they are working on a request. Performers will know the request is
under way and schedule their requests around it.

• Accept or Reject? : This status implies to performers that there is a required action for them to indicate if
they can help the requesters or not.

• Accepted: The performer has accepted the request.
• Rejected: The performer has rejected the request; the requester must ind someone else to perform it.
• Active: The performer should complete the request soon; the requester should be available to answer
questions. During this stage, requesters can bump this request and ask for updates to their performers.

• Waiting for clariication: Performers have asked a question or ofered a suggestion and are waiting for a
response back.

• Completed: The performer has completed the request; the requester needs to review the performer’s work.

TaskLight provides requesters status updates to manage attention to themselves and their performers. For
each update from performers on a request, TaskLight automatically updates to the next corresponding status.
For each message from performers on a request, requesters got notiied and asked to update the status of the
requests. When requesters update the status, TaskLight updates a list view (Fig. 4) where a user can check which
requests require their action (highlighted) and which do not (grayed out) based on status of requests. Therefore,
performers can quickly navigate to requests that need their attention.

6.2 Interfaces for Performers

Performers’ interface is drastically simpliied compared to requesters’ making it quick and easy for performers to
get tasks done by leveraging aids provided by their requesters.

6.2.1 Structures of requests. Performers are provided relevant information for each of their requests. We improved
upon the list of information we introduced in our ield study as participants said that they were useful to perform
the requests. For example, while the participants acknowledged the usefulness of the anticipated completion

time attribute, they also expressed concerns that requesters might not be able to provide accurate estimation
since requesters have less context and expertise, and it would incur too much workload for requesters to come
up with the information. To mitigate this, requesters ofer performers with more accurate estimation based on
previous requests they exchanged. We have a helper feature (Fig. 2.3) for each attribute that provides relevant
information when requesters are authoring a request. For example,

2https://github.blog/2019-02-14-introducing-draft-pull-requests/
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Fig. 4. The list view allows the user to determine which request to focus on at a glance.

Requester 

Performer

Drafting 

Waiting draft

Send
Waiting response Accepted Review work

Accept or reject?

Accept

Accepted

Ask question

Todo

Waiting clarification

Watching

On deadline

Answer

Completed

Fig. 5. Mapping of requesters and performers status and their evolution

• Deadline: Show how many requests the performer has and how long each request is expected to take on
the selected date, so the requester can be mindful of selecting the deadline based on their performers’ load.

• Anticipated completion time: Displays recent requests completed by the performers that both the requester
and the performers were a part of for privacy reasons. Based on the similarity of the nature of the request,
the requester can tune the right anticipated completion time for the current request.

• Action items: Shows a list of sub-tasks linked with related resources or team documents of the current
request. We will present how this could be situated in request authoring in Section 6.4.1.

As for the action items ield, Kokkalis et al. found that even crowd-workers, who do not share the context with
the actual holder of the action items, can help derive insights and author context-dependent actions items [45].
Our action items ield is inspired by their work and we provide the guidance proposed in their work.
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Fig. 6. The review interface of TaskLight for performers. Performers can make suggestions on requests and ask for more

information or clarification if necessary.

6.2.2 Eficient request clarification. In order for performers to clarify information about a request in TaskLight,
the interface supports two features ś chat interface and suggestion features on request ields. Both features trigger
a status change of the request (Fig. 5) to help users manage attention ś using one of two features will change the
status to Waiting for clariication, indicating that the requester should address their performer’s question. In the
meantime, the performer waits and attends to other tasks that they can work on at the moment.

In each request within TaskLight, there is a chat interface that could be used to clarify information about the
request. As another method to clarify or negotiate some aspects of a request, TaskLight presents a suggestion
feature on request ields (Fig. 6). Just like in collaborative writing, requesters and performers can make and review
suggestions to make a request more concrete and satisfy the people involved in the request. In TaskLight,
requesters are analogous to users with edit privilege and performers are users with suggest privilege. Together,
performers can make suggestions to adjust a request, and requesters have control over changes. Using suggestion
features, performers can perform common interactions around requests, such as delegate requests to others if
they can not help their requester (i.e. suggestion on the performers ield), negotiate deadline (deadline), tune
task speciication (action items), and solicit more information from requesters (custom field). TaskLight
also supports quoting and referring to individual ields in a chat interface, so they can have speciic discussions
around a single ield of the request. For example, if the performer wants to negotiate a deadline, they can hover
over the deadline ield, and click Quote which will show the ield and its value in the chat, so that both the
performer and requester can have a discussion on that speciic ield.

6.3 Implementation

TaskLight is a React application with Ant Design3 and Firebase Firestore. For the drafting feature and importing
ile structures of Gmail, Google Doc, and Google Slides, we used Google Workspace and Sidebar APIs.

6.4 Examples

We present use cases of TaskLight in this section of common scenarios in team works ś collaborative writing,
getting approval, and making group decisions.

6.4.1 Collaborative writing: Moving requests to be on performers’ radar. During collaborative writing, a leading
author needs help from their colleagues to work on diferent parts of their write-up through discussion. In this

3https://ant.design/
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P

Fig. 7. (Top) Meeting log used during discussion of request distribution. A requester can create a drat of requests using an

add-on interface. (Botom) In TaskLight, the requester can finish authoring the request by importing the meeting log as

sub-tasks.

example, a group of writers is working on comments made by paper reviewers on their submission and deciding
who is in charge of which comments. Phyllis (requester), the leading author, oversees this process and ensures
to resolve all the concerns from the reviewers. They are junior researchers working on a paper with senior
researchers. During a meeting, they discussed who can ofer help on which part and divided up tasks. Normally, it
is each meeting organizer’s job to remember requests made to them. Phyllis wanted to make sure if everyone gets
the requests and help them remember the task. Fig. 7 illustrates the worklow. Phyllis decided to create requests
on the meeting log. TaskLight imports the document structure of the meeting log. Phyllis creates requests based
on the meeting log imported by TaskLight, adds speciications, and sends requests to their performers. This
way, the requests will be under performers’ radar and linked with the speciication, since requests are added to
their list in TaskLight.

6.4.2 Geting approval: Request construction and iteration. Take for example that Phyllis (requester) would like
to hire an intern, but needs to get approval from her boss Mindy (performer). Phyllis decides to send the request
to Mindy through TaskLight and adds all the related documents (e.g., intern call from the company, intern’s
resume) for Mindy for Mindy’s convenience. TaskLight allows users to easily iterate over content by providing
features for performers to ofer suggestions (e.g., changing deadlines, adding custom ields). Such a feature is
integral to request management as teams undergo frequent change. Mindy accepts the request and realizes that
she must irst check if there’s enough funding for the intern. She wants to remind herself and communicates
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Fig. 8. (Let) A performer ofers suggestions to reflect the changing needs of a team. (Right) A requester reviews the suggestion.

Organize the office party

Fig. 9. A performer’s view on requests with multiple-performers requests. TaskLight shows other performers’ progress

and de-highlights the request without required actions from the user at the time being so that the user can manage their

atention.

to Phyllis that she has a blocker to approve hiring. Hence, she adds łcheck intern fundingž as an action item
for herself to the original request made by Phyllis (shown in Fig. 8). She is told that her new action item will be
sent to Phyllis as a suggestion and be reviewed by her. This helps Mindy to break down the request as well as
Phyllis to understand that Mindy has a blocker and is working on her request. The two can move forward as they
construct the task together.

6.4.3 Soliciting inputs: Disclosing requests motivation and required actions by performers. One often inds them-
selves needing inputs from their boss and peers. They might feel overwhelmed and easily get lost in what they
should do. Especially more so when the coordination is part of a big project. In this example, Rachel is organizing
a launching party for the product of her team, which is one of the big projects at the oice that needs substantial
input and contribution from multiple colleagues. Rachel needs attendees to share their feedback on the party,
so she decides to create a request for organizing the party in TaskLight. Then, she adds łill out surveyž as an
action item of the main request (Fig. 9). The interface indicates that there is a pending request for the user; the
request is a prerequisite of the party event, which is currently blocked due to the in-completion of the sub-task.
This way, the user can quickly pick up what actions are required by them and why.

7 DEPLOYMENT USER STUDY

We conducted two ield studies to understand how the TaskLight interface fares when people utilize it for
managing up their peers. In the second study, we improve usability issues of the interface based on feedback
from the irst study.

7.1 Study 1

For the irst study, we explored how users engaged with TaskLight to express and communicate various tasks
for managing up. In addition, we also looked for any interface components that may have been missing.

7.1.1 Study Design.
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Tasks. We used the same set of study tasks as in our formative study.

Study protocol. Participants took part in the study in pairs, where they alternated roles of being requesters
and performers throughout the study. Participants were invited as a pair to a 30 minute long tutorial session
a day before the start of the study. During the session, participants were given a video tutorial on how to use
TaskLight, and completed a practice run-through of assigning and performing tasks with their partner. For ease
of access, we then assigned TaskLight as their homepage, and installed the TaskLight sidebar feature for their
Gmail. Participants were instructed that when playing the role of requester, they would receive emails containing
the task that they had to request from their study partner. When playing the role of the performer, participants
were instructed that they would have to periodically check the TaskLight interface for newly assigned tasks.
The study was conducted over 4 days and each request was sent via email to one partner (Person A or Person B)
in the pair each morning. (There were days where multiple requests were sent in the morning - i.e. Day 1: Person
A of each pair was emailed request 1 and Person B of each pair was emailed requests 2-4). Emails that contained
the requests for participants to send to their partners contained images of the request rather than raw text to
prevent participants from directly copying and pasting the request into the interface. Each request was written
as a free-form paragraph of text with a speciied deadline. In fact, we sent the same requests that were sent to the
text group in the request management ield study (except the irst one).

At the end of the study, we asked each pair of participants to complete a 30 minute exit interview. In the exit
interview, participants were asked a series of questions about their experience using TaskLight.

Participants. We recruited participants by posting on community-wide mailing lists of a private university.
Each participant was asked to sign up for the study with a friend that they had collaborated with before. Each
participant was compensated $30 individually ($60 as a pair) for their time. Fourteen participants (10 women,
4 men, mean age=21), who are students and/or alums at the university, were recruited and participated in an
introductory tutorial session. By the end of the study, due to dropouts, 12 participants remained. We considered
participants to be dropouts if they failed to request three or more of the tasks assigned to them. Since we had
informed all participants that they would have to inish all the tasks by the end of the study in our introductory
session, it is valid to consider teams that did not adhere close to that protocol as dropouts.

7.1.2 Study Results. All exit interviews were transcribed and analyzed using the same method as described at
our formative interview study.
Participants felt that TaskLightmade requests feel more personalized. Participants mentioned that

compared to messaging interfaces (e.g., email, Slack), TaskLight ofered similar communication but provided
more helpful structure: łthe things that I do use are essentially equivalent to speaking to them in person [..] just
sort of freeform messages... And I didn’t feel like TaskLight got in the way of that kind of communication and it
does provide a lot of features. That sort of [features] helps people. Like builds a request, like all of the ields that
specify, you know when you want this done by and things like that. And that felt intuitive to usež. Participants
especially appreciated how TaskLight was modeled over the notion of a request: łI think the way that it’s phrased
in [TaskLight] is helpful in terms of something like being a request that the other person has the power to accept or
declinež. Additionally, when asked about the efectiveness of the Narrative Guide, participants reported that it
felt personal and provided good context for ields, and it also served as a good reminder of how to form a helpful
request. łI would look at it [Narrative Guide] and see oh resources just click on resources and then type it in
really quickly...it would just remind me of what I need to put inž.
Participants shared positive feedback on default ields and tracking mechanisms with desire for

improvements. Participants made good use of the default ields, especially deadline and resources, but wished
there was a ield to provide a general description or notes for the task. The lack of this ield led participants to
use more free-text features like the why ield or the chat interface to communicate general task description. łI
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think the one thing I wish was a ield that I could use is like requirements or sort of like an overall description of what
to dož.When asked why the action items ield was not utilized for that purpose, participants responded that
action items felt like the task had to be explicitly broken up into smaller tasks that need to be done whereas a
general description is: łnot like a thing that you dož.
For tracking features, participants shared positive sentiments on the overall task list view, mentioning how

highlighting/de-highlighting features for blocked tasks were helpful and how the łtask statuses being little boxes
is very helpful for me in terms of knowing where to lookž.
Participants thought TaskLight consolidated task information well and ofered suggestions for

more integration. Overall, participants stated that TaskLight felt łlike a central hub for all things that I might
have to dož, categorized action, and surfaced it well. Participants especially provided positive feedback on the
unique chat channel integrated with each request, stating that it provided ła distinct chat per project, instead of
like you know if you’re communicating with somebody just like over some regular messenger like you don’t have a
distinct separation like per projectž. One participant shared how the distinct separation per project was especially
notable since it created a division between work life and social life: łit won’t really mix like the social aspect of
someone’s life with the work aspect of someone’s life..., which always like is a problem, whenever I’m like sending
people information over messenger or emailž.

Aside from the integrated chat interface, participants also made good use of the resources ield, citing how it
was a convenient way of linking relevant documents: łthe resources thing was also really, really useful. That was
probably my favorite feature because [..] when I’m [..] working with my clubs, it’s always a hassle to go ind look
through my folders and then ind their correct document for link so and I know like whenever I asked other people to
do things it’s it’s it’s an extra like activation energyž.
During the study, we also asked participants to use a TaskLight sidebar feature that integrated into Gmail,

which participants found helpful because they could draft tasks while maintaining the context of email: łthe
email was right there and then I could just type it inž. There was, however, a desire to improve the sidebar feature
since the sidebar only supported ields for title and deadline. Some participants found that the limited number
of ields in the sidebar rendered the feature useless since they had to add more details to the task later: łit’d be
really useful if you could also put in information about what you want them to do, because what I would end up
doing is putting it in and then going to TaskLight later and then having to open back up the emailž.
Lastly, some participants stated how they could see future integration with other platforms on TaskLight,

such as integrating with GitHub for coding-based projects where users could łmore easily like ind speciic iles or
something in a Github repository...allows you for line highlighting, so you could sort of, say, like hey this method is
bad like ix itž.
All participants said they would use TaskLight again, as they found it adequate for small-scale

managing up tasks. The top two reasons why participants stated they would continue to use TaskLight are
because it 1) feels centralized and 2) shares relevant task information of on demand: łIt was just like a very
convenient and [..] generally relevant to tasks like I [..] haven’t had a system provide beforež.
Participants mentioned that they found TaskLight suitable for managing up and would use TaskLight for

smaller group projects with multiple tasks. Participants said the interface is not scalable for large projects as it
would easily get overwhelming. However, for smaller settings and managing up their few bosses or peers, many
participants shared that they would feel comfortable using the interface as-is because łit provides more structure
and like ways to go back and check your historyž.
Participants called for notiication to continue using TaskLight. We intentially did not have notiication

in TaskLight, as we assumed users would check back on the interface to see any updates in their requests.
However, as a requester, they wanted to notify their performer about updates, and as a performer, they wanted
to at least know they are supposed to check back on TaskLight. During the study, some participants ended
up using messaging platforms in addition to the TaskLight interface to bump or inform their partners on task
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updates. However, when asked what the content of the message they sent to each other entailed, they responded
that it was a simple message like łI left you something in TaskLightž. Since discussions about the actual task
were contained in the interface, we were still successful in consolidating discussion around the request. When
notiications are supported by TaskLight, this limited dependency on chat platforms will likely disappear.

7.2 Study 2

While the previous study let us explore the usability of TaskLight for given tasks, it is unclear how TaskLight

afects users’ request management over the long-term. Unlike Study 1, in this study, participants were given
only a high-level task, and it was up to them how they compose or manage their requests. We conducted a user
study to see how users organically interact with each other through TaskLight. Relecting on feedback from
our previous study result, for the version of TaskLight used in Study 2, we implemented a notiication feature
which sends an email to users whenever the status of a task transitions to one of łaction requiredž statuses
(Section 6.1.3) or when there is a notable update on their tasks. We also modiied the resources ield to allow
users to link multiple links or documents per request.

7.2.1 Study Design.

Task. We sought cooperation group work to be a task for this study. As a result, we chose collaborative
writing, which requires coordination and creativity to inish the task. Participants were asked to conduct
collaborative writing on a range of topics. The topics of the write-ups were the mental, physical, spiritual,
psychological, emotional and social well-being of a university. To emulate the situation of managing up their
peers, each team member acted as a lead writer of their write-up who needed to coordinate and oversee the
rest of the group members to complete their write-up. Hence, each group was engaged with multiple write-ups
concurrently each week. We asked participants to discuss which topic they want to be in charge of. This task was
an instantiation of a łcreativityž task in the McGrath’s Task Circumplex Model [58] and as such required teams
to work interdependently and engage in discussion and coordination to arrive at a solution.

Study protocol. To explore how TaskLight may be used in the wild, we conducted a two-week-long ield
study. Participants were asked to lead two writing tasks using two diferent interfaces out of three options ś
TaskLight, modiied TaskLight to replicate project-management tools (PM), and participants’ choice of existing
tools e.g., Trello, Notion, Slack ś with their collaborators. We introduced the PM condition to measure our
system without participants’ response bias (i.e. participants adjust their behavior to meet the study investigators’
expectations) [18]. Basically, TaskLight and PM were the same style (Fig. 10), however, PM only has features
that already exist in project-management tools (Table 2). TaskLight and PM were both introduced as TaskLight
in diferent versions, focusing on diferent beneit and strength. In this way, comparing participants’ perception
towards TaskLight and PM allows us to evaluate the system without participants’ bias towards tools of the study
investigators. The order in which they used the interfaces was randomized. The procedures were as follows:

(1) Tutorial (1 hour): Each group was invited to a tutorial session a day before the start of the study, where
they received a tutorial on how to use the assigned interface and tried it out on a sample task. We also
introduced them to the tasks they would conduct over the next two weeks. Each group conducted the
group task ś one per week, each with a diferent interface ś with additional tasks to ensure engagement.

(2) Collaborative writing (1 week, 2x): The group spent one week engaging in a collaborative write-up with
one of the interfaces (repeated with the other interface). In addition, each group used a folder on Google
Drive which contained a shared doc where they can work on write-ups. At the end of the week, participants
were asked to submit the write-up that they were in charge of and ill out an exit survey.
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Table 2. Feature Comparisons of PM and TaskLight

PM (modiied TaskLight) TaskLight

Request ield Deadline, Priority
Plus Estimated completion required,
Purpose, Resources, Action items

Chat Disconnected with request status Integrated with request status

Narrative Guide Not included Included

Request status Not started, Pending, In progress
and Completed

Status described in Section 6.1.3

(3) Exit interview & survey (1 hour): At the end of the study, participants engaged in a 1-hour exit interview
focused on understanding their experience and eliciting feedback on our system. The interview was semi-
structured and guided by a list of questions. Similar to Study 1, the irst author conducted axial coding of
the interview transcripts with an open-coding protocol. The authors then discussed and reined the codes.

Participants. We recruited participants using the same method as Study 1. However, we prohibited participants
of Study 1 from participating in this study. Each participant was asked to sign up for the study with two peers
that they had collaborated with before. Each group was compensated $285 for their time. We recruited eight
groups, resulting in a total of 24 participants (17 women, 6 men, one did not specify gender, mean age=21). One
group dropped out during the deployment.

7.2.2 Measures.

Group interaction. To compare how diferent systems shape team interaction, we measured diferent aspects of
groups’ conversation. We counted the number of requests and word counts of each request. We also analyzed the
conversations using the linguistic dictionary Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [67].

Perceived workload. We also measured subjective workload using a questionnaire of diferent features and the
NASA-TLX survey [33]. We did not include a question about physical demand in our survey because the metric
is not relevant to our task and interest.

System preference. During the exit interviews, participants were prompted to express their preference between
the systems they had used, or to indicate no preference if they found them comparable. They evaluated the
systems based on several criteria: overall system preference, coordination eiciency, quality of write-ups, ease of
authoring requests, efectiveness in fulilling requests, and proiciency in tracking requests.

7.2.3 Study Results. To evaluate how diferent platforms helped request management, we asked participants
to compare the two interfaces that they used (Table 4). We computed Cramer’s V to get correlation between
features. We analyzed responses of the exit survey using a linear mixed-efects model (Table 5).
TaskLight lets requesters author tasks in a clear layout with more helpful information for their

performers. Most of the participants (14/15) indicated that they were able to author better requests using
TaskLight (Table 4a & 4c). We found that the capability of authoring good requests is strongly correlated with
the tool preference, how well they can coordinate, and how well they track requests (Table 4d).

Two factors emerged as contributors to better request authoring. First, TaskLightwas able to nudge requesters
to provide ample details for their request. Comparing PM and TaskLight, most participants (8/9) thought that
they authored requests better and provided details for their łperformers’ conveniencež (Table 4c). One said: łOverall,
it is [a] better setup where I can very easily be like: łI have a general idea of what I want you to do here’s something
that’s going to allow me to specify it easily give you the tasksž. ž Speciically, we found that when participants
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(a) Interface of the PM condition

(b) Interface of TaskLight

Fig. 10. We included the PM condition which was also introduced as TaskLight to the participants.

used TaskLight, there was an increase in the use of the cause signiicantly more than with existing tools (p <
.05) and marginally more than with PM (p=.07). Additionally, there also were more usages of words in the work
category when using TaskLight than other conditions (p < .05). For example, a request made from one group in
the study demonstrates the impact of the interface used; when they used their choice of existing tools, they lacked
justiication as to why they needed the task to be done, or the task tended to be more vague: łdo brief research
about journaling’s impact on mental health and emotional balancež. The requests made from the same group when
using TaskLight evolved as follows: łwrite up your thoughts about food consumption and its beneits/consequences
because this should be a relection of your earlier two tasks and your thoughts while performing themž and łtake
15-20 minutes to walk around outside or within your dorm because this can be a self-relecting time or done to beneit
physical healthž. Conversely, there was a signiicantly increased usage of nonluencies (e.g., hmm) by the users of
PM (p < .05) and existing tools (p < .01).
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Table 3. Comparison of conversations of each group. While all the groups who used TaskLight have fewer words in the

control version, for the groups who were assigned to use PM and existing tools, they both had increased word counts when

they used existing tools.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

TaskLight Existing TaskLight PM TaskLight PM

# of requests 14 4 14 14 15 10
Avg. words per requests 9 13 10 6 13 17
Total word counts 129 54 (58% ↓) 137 93 (40% ↓) 199 177 (7% ↓)

(a) Groups exposed to the control condition first

Group 4 Group 5
TaskLight Existing TaskLight PM

# of requests 20 17 14 12
Avg. words per requests 12 13 15 16
Total word counts 245 229 (7% ↓) 219 200 (9% ↓)

(b) Groups exposed to the TaskLight condition first

Group 6 Group 7
PM Existing PM Existing

# of requests 15 31 31 17
Avg. words per requests 17 16 18 15
Total word counts 255 489 (92% ↑) 557 584 (5% ↑)

(c) Groups not used TaskLight. Group 6 used PM first and Group 7 used later.

Second, participants found that the threading structure of requests was more efective compared to putting a
request in a message format. Requests in TaskLight and PM made requesters structure them in a thread, which
helped them to write more concrete requests; most participants (4/6, Table 4b), who used existing tools and PM
found that PM was more helpful to author requests.
The additional speciication in requests also led to higher satisfaction for performers (6/9, Table 4c) because

there is more information and the layout of information is easier to digest: łThe layout where from seeing
information is very helpful.ž
Participants felt less stressed when using TaskLight, and felt the system required less efort and

rush. TaskLight led to a lower stress level than both existing tools and PM (Table 5). Echoing the self-evaluation
of their own write-ups (Table 4a-4c), there was no signiicant diference in the self-perceived degree of success
between the tools. Furthermore, TaskLight users found it easier to achieve a similar outcome than when they
used PM tools, and TaskLight users also felt less hurried than when they used existing tools.
TaskLight had a diferent efect on participants’ mental load depending on the order of the tool they used.

For participants who used TaskLight irst, they were trying to mirror their behavior of using TaskLight even
when TaskLight was removed in the second week; they were authoring requests in a similar manner and length
(Table 3b). Participants who used TaskLight irst (6/6) thought using TaskLight was equally or less mentally
demanding than the other tool. They appreciated the fact that TaskLight łprompted to do on what to put inž,
meaning that TaskLight speciied exactly what information to provide the interface about the task. Furthermore,
it helped the way they authored tasks during their following week with another interface. However, a few users
who used TaskLight later (4/9) thought that it was more mentally demanding (Table 3). These groups felt like
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Table 4. Results of qualitative comparison. We asked participants to pick either of the tools they used for each question.

They were also allowed to pick neither (i.e. Equal) if they found no diference between the tools.

Preferred

system
CoordinationQuality of

write-ups
Request
authoring

Fulilling
requests

Tracking
requests

Existing tool 16.7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
TaskLight 66.7% 100% 50% 100% 50% 100%
Equal 16.7% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0%

(a) Comparison between existing tools and TaskLight (N=6)

Preferred
system

CoordinationQuality of
write-ups

Request
authoring

Fulilling
requests

Tracking
requests

Existing tool 33.3% 50% 0% 16.7% 16.7% 0%
PM 33.3% 0% 0% 66.7% 16.7% 100%
Equal 33.3% 50% 100% 16.7% 66.7% 0%

(b) Comparison between existing tools and PM (N=6)

Preferred
system

CoordinationQuality of
write-ups

Request
authoring

Fulilling
requests

Tracking
requests

PM 22.2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
TaskLight 77.8% 66.7% 0% 88.8% 66.7% 55.6%
Equal 0% 33.3% 100% 11.1% 33.3% 44.4%

(c) Comparison between PM and TaskLight (N=9)

Coordination Outcome Authoring Performing Tracking

Preference .35 - .58 .13 .68

Coordination 1 - .74 .56 .61

Outcome 1 - - -
Authoring 1 .42 .78

Performing 1 .29
Tracking 1

(d) Correlation between features of interfaces. Each value indicates Cramer’s V between two features. Participants’ perceived

coordination is strongly correlated with the entire life cycle of requests, whereas the quality of outcome is not correlated to

any as most of users found that the outcome were at the equal quality regardless of tools they used.

they were forced to transform their way of task authoring to TaskLight’s way and input all the ields and come
up with reasonable values, even if some ields are obvious. For example, for the task asking for proofreading,
participants had to come up with a reason for the why ield. This suggests that the Narrative Guide lacks lexibility.
Users are able to bring timely attention to requests using TaskLight.Most of the TaskLight users

(11/15) said that they were better able to timely manage their attention with TaskLight (Table 4a & 4c). There
are multiple contributors to this; irst, users said that when they were using other messaging apps or PM, they
were overwhelmed by the notiications and lost updates: łEvery message is treated equal, so I would get the same
notiication for like someone texting the whole group chats as [my requesters] assigning me my tasks.ž On the other
hand, using TaskLight, they were able to indicate important updates and point their performers to their tasks.
One participant said: łTaskLight was very good and [..] focused on the fact that I was doing a task and then made
it very easy to give other people those tasks and [..] they would know [..] this is the task.ž Next, better authoring of
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Table 5. Results of self-rating by study participants. They are analyzed using a mixed efects model with random efects for

groups fit by maximum likelihood. Each value indicates coeficients. As a result, participants found conducting tasks using

PM were harder than using TaskLight. They were significantly less stressed when they used TaskLight. Finally, when they

used their choice of existing tools, they felt more rushed than when they used TaskLight (p < . 05 **, p < .1 *)

Conditions PM TaskLight

How mentally demanding

Existing tool 0.18 (p=.54) -0.30 (p=.28)
PM -0.19 (p=.43)

TaskLight

How successful

Existing tool 0.05 (p=.82) 0.01 (p=.95)
PM -0.03 (p=.88)

TaskLight

How hard

Existing tool -0.13 (p=.59) -0.19 (p=.37)
PM -0.34 (p <.1) *

TaskLight

How stressed

Existing tool 0.27 (p=.40) -0.80 (p <.01) **
PM -0.69 (p=.01) **

TaskLight

How hurried

Existing tool 0.12 (p=.65) -0.42 (p=.08) *
PM -0.23 (p=.25)

TaskLight

requests simpliied the process of request management and reduced back-and-forth communication between
requesters and performers (Table 4d). Three participants mentioned that TaskLight and PM are equally eicient
at tracking requests, since they didn’t have to clarify any speciications when using TaskLight (Table 4c). Hence,
they were only exposed to the same set of status as PM even when they were using TaskLight and felt no
diference between TaskLight and PM.

8 DISCUSSION

We presented a tool for managing up one’s boss and peers, TaskLight. Our design was grounded in previous
literature regarding task management and request management as well as our formative study; however, a
longitudinal study remains as future work. Here, we also share the potential of curated information from
requesters suggests sociotechnical implications. We also discuss how request management needs a unique design
space in between personal information management (PIM) and PM and why neither work perfectly it for
managing requests.

8.1 Design Implications

We set out to reimagine collaborative task-management tools for workers to manage up their boss or peers.
Our contribution is that we design an interface that attentive to the social requirements of requesters. The key
element of TaskLight is aligning values of requesters (getting things done) and performers (saving their time
and efort). We observed that requesters were willing and able to take on the work of coordinating requests
when they used TaskLight. They were incentivized to do so since they were motivated to get the task done, and
they recognized that providing thorough request-relevant information helps the performer complete the request.
Furthermore, using TaskLight, requesters not only provide more information but also do so in a structure that
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performers can use for timely placing their attention. Together, TaskLight aligns incentives of requesters and
channels their desire to get the task done in the right place.

This research suggests sociotechnical implications of requester-sourcing, meaning leveraging requesters’ moti-
vation as a key element in collaborative technology. First, it helps to address technical and information challenge
of collaborative task management. The challenge of PIM stems from the messy and overloaded nature of personal
information [7, 29, 65]. Because tasks are generally not speciied with suicient information, managing personal
information has been not intelligent and is mostly done manually. It is the individual’s responsibility to tidy and
keep up with their messages and commitments, which constitutes additional workload on top of doing their
actual job. This becomes especially burdensome for performers, who are doing tasks for their requesters and
need to spend extra time on łtasks of tasksž.

Requesters can be helpful in such cases if we allow them to take on the coordination work of request manage-
ment, which helps performers do the actual work and, in turn, helps requesters reach their goal. Despite the
eagerness and motivation of requesters, without guidance, requesters cannot grasp what information will be
useful for performers [35]. Through our formative ield study, we investigated how to form requests so that they
gather and structure information for efective access for performers. Our inal study indicates that managing
requests through TaskLight was more efective and easy for performers to fulill requests.

With the increased involvement of requesters, TaskLight can also deliver richer request-relevant information.
For example, in our ield study, participants remarked how useful several pieces of requester-speciied information
were for helping them schedule their day around request management. This was previously done through crowd-
sourcing [45]. In contrast with this, requester-sourcing supplements poor structure of information in PIM
and delegates coordination work of request management to requesters. Requester-sourcing is cost-free, since
requesters are incentivized to do so, and resourceful, since they have better context and understanding of requests.
Second, requester-sourcing might be an efective method to satisfy social requirements [1]. Current task-

management tools fail to support the requirements of managing up due to inappropriate connotation and
additional obligations imposed on performers. On the other hand, enabling requesters to take on the obligation
evidently direct their efort without needing to assert work on performers; during Study 1, both requesters
and performers felt that TaskLight made requests more personalized. And in Study 2, they perceived that
requests provide more helpful information and felt less cognitive load in general when using TaskLight. Our
results suggest that this may be due to reduced social friction between the two groups of users. We believe
that such social requirements are ubiquitous in other group work, and requester-sourcing can be applied to
other collaborative technology and enrich coordination processes between workers who seek to exchange their
resources. For example, in multi-disciplinary teams, members in such teams often need to exchange each other’s
domain knowledge to be on the common ground. There is always a member who is more motivated to get the
knowledge of other members than the rest of the teams (e.g., [64, 68]). Through requester-sourcing, the member
can navigate the social requirement and potentially access others’ resources more eiciently.

8.2 Positioning of TaskLight

Aswe described earlier, there was a multi-year efort to apply email technologies to taskmanagement [8, 19, 31, 57].
Karger’s work suggested that these approaches would have limited power [41, 42], and Whittaker and colleagues
provided a series of analyses of why email was insuicient for the task [83, 85]. And yet, email has many attractive
attributes for light-weight task management. It imposes few demands during the creation of a task-oriented
request [60], and therefore feels light-weight. However, email also imposes subtle burdens later if the sender or
recipient needs to re-ind the interactions [13]. The apparent light-weight-ness of email becomes an illusion in
the longer term.
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At the opposite extreme is project management systems. These systems typically require entry of a lot of
required task metadata, making them unwieldy for simple task requests [16]. Project management systems also
tend to make each user action surveillable [86], which can further discourage or even inhibit usage [60].
Table 6 outlines the dilemma. Personal (i.e., solo) task management is somewhat well-supported, at least

through simple task-lists and paper-lists ś but at the cost of a tendency for information to be irretrievable. Project
management is reasonably well-supported for large teams and complex task conigurations, but at the cost of
unwieldy requirements for a lot of metadata. Even if requests made by colleagues inevitably have collaborative
natures, there is a noticeable gap existing between research discipline and tools [23]. What about the space
between those relative extremes? What about request management should position between two regimes? Both
somewhat support request management but not perfectly it ś personal task management inherently misses the
collaborative aspects and project management does not match with nature of requests.

Winograd and Flores attempted to create a solution to this in-between space through the Coordinator [24, 87, 88].
In summary terms, their proposal was to add more rigor to an email-like system. As we reviewed, their work
ultimately led to a user experience that imposed both higher metadata documentation requirements and a
transactional style of interpersonal interaction that removed the social bonds that invisibly support collaboration
[75].
Geyer and colleagues proposed a diferent approach with ActivityExplorer, which used minimal metadata to

connect people, digital objects, and timelines [26, 27, 62]. The initial prototype generated its own problematic user
experiences [72], and eventually became part of a successful but heavier-weight product called IBM Connections
Activities, which then led to a secondary set of integration issues with other workplace tools [5, 59, 89], and a
further conceptual distance between the activity management software and the users’ preferred tools for less
formal communication and coordination. Several lighter-weight tools subsequently emerged, such as Trello [38]
and Jira [2], and each of these tools also required its own separate application, environment, and user experience.

In TaskLight, we attempted a diferent strategy to meet the needs of the in-between work domain and support
managing up one’s boss and peers. We provided minimal and, importantly, negotiable metadata, but we kept
the core of the communication and coordination activities inside a task management interface. We conducted a
irst evaluation of TaskLight, with reasonably positive reactions from users. Our next steps should involve a
more comparative set of questions and a more formal experimental design to compare TaskLight with existing
tools and products in the in-between domain of shared task/request management, using a range of evaluation
concepts and criteria to examine each system’s impact on task eiciency, performer conidence, and social
relations. Further, we hope to develop Table 6 into a stronger set of comparative or even evaluative dimensions
for analyzing TaskLight and other applications that may come žin-between.ž

8.3 Limitation & Future work

Our experiments have several limitations. First, participants of our interviews and ield studies are from academia.
We attempted to draw our insight from participants of diferent natures, such as oicers from student government,
members of diversity initiatives, and students doing course projects. It still remains as future work to see if our
indings expand to other populations. We next aim to deploy our system in diferent backgrounds and examine
how our system applies for various teams.

We only tested our system in a limited range of tasks, namely a collaborative-writing task. Research on CSCW
tools typically relies on structured tasks because they permit the evaluation of speciic group processes that
prior work has established to be critical for group efectiveness. We attempted to mitigate the limitation by
varying tasks in a few parameters. For example, participants were required to come up with various sub-tasks of
writing in order to complete the write-ups. While we designed the task to be multifaceted, additional sets of tasks
and settings could enrich our observation. Next tasks in series could be placed in inter-disciplinary groups and
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Table 6. Comparison of Personal Task Management, Shared Task/Request Management, and Project Management

Concept Personal Task Mgmt Shared Task/Request Mgmt Project Mgmt

Formality Low Moderate High
Integration w/ colleagues 1 or 2 Few Many
Collaboration Low High Moderate
Initial Efort Low Moderate Laborious
Subsequent Efort Laborious Moderate Low
(i.e., reinding)
Metadata None or Implicit Moderate & Negotiable System Required
Legibility Often none Negotiated Required
Surveillance None Potential Intentional
Support Email & IM/Chat TaskLight PM Systems

cross-teams where diferent members have diferent expertise and resources. Hence, there is a real requester and
performer relationship present, unlike what we set up in our study.
We also believe that there is substantial room for improvement for the Narrative Guide. While we collected

some empirical evidence that it guides and motivates requesters to provide more contextual information regarding
requests, TaskLight users said for some requests, ield values were awkwardly itting in the Narrative guide
or it is unnecessary to provide some ields but the interface still reinforces users to do so. As future work, the
Narrative Guide can be intelligent and lexible, hence based on given requests, the passage in the guide can
change. Or even further, the Narrative Guide could take the form of something other than text, which can be
potentially more powerful and motivating than the current form.

9 CONCLUSION

We presented our tool TaskLight as a solution for managing up others who one does not have power over.
The design of our tool was motivated by formative interviews on request coordination in teams and a request
management ield study. We found that current practices of making and constructing requests face numerous
challenges such as psychological burdens of managing up and inadequately situated tools. We seek a means
of re-orienting responsibility and agency in collaborative task management in order for requesters to take on
roles and coordination work of maintaining requests. Hence, while requesters and performers can beneit from
the structure of request management, requesters can lead the request and have more awareness in the process,
which requesters ultimately want in order to make sure the request is completed on time. Accordingly, we design
TaskLight as a stepping stone to an interface that can achieve this. Through our ield deployment study, we
validate that TaskLight improves the process of managing up by guiding requesters to collect helpful information
for performers and help them manage attention. Our work identiies the social burden of managing up and
proposes design implications for managing-up systems.
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A REQUEST MANAGEMENT FIELD STUDY

Each version of participants were delivered each request at the same time. For providing comments on writing
requests, we enforced participants to give comments based on vocabularies of Kaur et al. [44].

A.1 The text group

The following requests were distributed via Google spreadsheets.

• Hi, can you invite our gmail addresses to a new Google drive folder as editors? Please do it by tmrw noon.
Thanks!

• Hey, let’s have a sync-up. Can you create when2meet or Doodle for next weekday, put your availability
and share with the team by tomorrow?

• Hi, can you write a brief review on how [the university]’s policies compare to other colleges’ policies
on maintaining undergraduate social life? It needs to be between 150 and 200 words. I need this done by
Saturday afternoon.

• Hi, we would like to do some coverage on social events at [the university] during Covid. Can you send me
a list of virtual social events happening this week? I need 3 of them in the next 2 days.

• Hey, can you take a look at my write-up about the "Covid symptom study" and provide comments? I put a
document in our Google drive folder. Can you do this by Monday?

• Hey, can you help me think of events to help students socialize based on your observation on [the university]
& the university Covid policies? Please brainstorm what kind of virtual social events you think students
would like and make a lyer out of it. The lyer should have speciic details about the social events. I put a
lyer template in our Google drive folder. Please send this to me by tomorrow.

• Hey, can you take a look at my write-up about the "Edit-a-thon" and provide comments by tmrw? I put a
document in our Google drive folder.

• Hey, I also did some research on other universities’ COVID policy. Can you take a look? I put a document
in our Google drive folder. Can you do this by tmrw afternoon?
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• Hey, I saw your lyer. Thanks! Just wondering if you can make it more accessible. Here’s a guideline to
make an online document accessible: [link to accessibility guideline] Please make changes based on the
guideline and annotate the changes you made by the end of today.

A.2 The PM tool group

The PM tool group was provided priority (Medium, High, or Urgent), status (initially set as łNot Startedž), deadline
and requester column.

A.3 The TaskLight group

The TaskLight group were given the following contents (title, steps, the purpose of the task, a resources of
request, anticiated completion time) and a deadline column:

• Invite [authors] to a new Google drive Folder / - Create a new folder at Google drive - Invite [authors]
as editors / We will use this folder over the teamwork so make sure we can edit iles in the folder /
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/my-drive / 5 mins

• Schedule a meeting / - Create a new When2meet for next weekday and put your availability - Share with
[authors] / - / https://www.when2meet.com / 5 mins

• Write a review comparing [the university] and other colleges’ policies on maintaining undergraduate social
life during Covid. Please talk about the following topics in your review: - quality of social life - events
organized by the college - Covid standard procedures
The length of the review needs to be between 150 to 200 words in total. / We’ll be brainstorming social
events based on your research. / [link to a Google document] / 20 mins

• Find 3 virtual social events that are happening this week at [the university] / Here’s a list of good starting
points to look for events: - Check out your Facebook and look at upcoming events/ what’s happening near
you - Check your email to see if there are events planned by your living group - Copy the information
of the task at the Google Doc / We are going to plan our own virtual social events and want to get some
inspiration / [link to a Google document] / 10 mins

• Provide comments to my write-up on the "COVID Symptom Study" / - / I want someone else to run a quick
eye over my write-up and see if it makes sense! / [link to a Google document] / 15 mins

• Brainstorm your desired COVID-friendly social events and make a lyer of it / Based on your earlier
research about [the university]’s social life policies, we know what events we can hold and get students to
participate! I took a stab at the lyer and listed what information is needed, so you can just ill in! / - / [link
to a Google document] / 15 mins

• Provide comments to my write-up about "Edit-a-thon" / - / I’m planning to organize an Edit-a-thon event. I
want to write a post about Edit-a-thon. Before that, can you take a look at my writing? / [link to a Google
document] / 15 mins

• Provide comments to my universities’ COVID polices / - / I want someone else to run a quick eye over my
write-up and see if it makes sense! / [link to a Google document] / 15 mins

• Make the lyer more accessible / "- Read the guidelines on how to make an online document more accessible
- Then modify your lyer according to the guidelines. For example, here is how to add alt-text in Google
Slides: https://support.google.com/docs/answer/6199477?hl=en - Please annotate changes you made as
comments in your lyer" / - / accessibility guidelines: [link to an online accessibility guideline] / 5 mins
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